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Statement of Work 2


















This contract is for the development of test configurations and supporting
software to facilitate the collection and :nalysis of spec-Me ELINT signal
parameters. The fixed price research and development contract is being performed
by Electonic Systems under JPL Contract No. 957176, Modification No.l.
	
Mr. James Gillis and Dr. Lonnie Wilson met on 8 August 1985 to initiate 	 k
and coordinate the details of contract No. 957176, Modificatior No. 1. This
early meeting satisfies the preliminary oral briefing requirement by Electronic
Systems. The interim report was submitted and reviewed on September 20, 1985.
	
This final report is submitted on September 27, 1985. The Statement of Work	 .
section of this report is a direct reproduction of Article 1, revised Statement
of Work of the modified contract. In addition to the collection and analysis
included in the SOW, Electronic Systems agreed to perform third and fourth
central moment calculations and 25 through 75 interprecentile range calculations.
The following tasks have been completed and analysis results are being
reported in the report:
1. The single pulse ELINT Parameter Measurement Processor has
been assembled.
•,,,tiff
2. Data collection software has been written and debugged.
3. Frequency, pulsewidth and PRI sampled data have been collected
on two radars.
4. Data processing and analysis software has been updated for all
statistical and histogram analysis. 	r,,'`^
5. Statistical and histogram analysis have been performed on	 r+°^,
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CALIFIT!1WA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
4W.o OAK DROVE DRIVE
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 51109
1. ARTICLE 1 9 STATEMENT OF WORE, is revised as follows:
(a) Add paragraph (a)(3) as follows:
(3) Perform the following additional tasks on two (2) radar
systems:
(A) Develop and test data collection software for ELINT data
(frequency and pulsewidth parameters) with the
Instantaneous Frequency Measurement (IFM) sensor.
(B) Perform data collection and signal processing analysis
using the IFM sensor for frequency and pulsewidth
parameters.
(C) Perform statistical analysis of the sampled data collected
with the IFM sensor. Sampled data plots, histograms l and
statistical analysis will be performed for each of the two
(2) radar systems.
(D) Upon completion of the tasks described in paragraphs
(a)(3)(A) through (a)(3)(C) oc one radar system, the
decision to perform the tasks on the ieeond system will be
based on the interim test results from the first system.
(b) Add paragraphs (b)(4) end (b)(5) as follows:
(4) Provide oral and written preliminary and interim reports
describing the proposed method of analysis and the analysis
used on each radar system.
(5) Provide an overall final oral and written report analyzing the
overall results from t•h i f.AA1 ti nn01 vi'­ .
EXCEPT AS HEREBY MODIFIED, ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SAID CONTRACT AS HERETOFORE MODIFIED
REMAIN UNCHANGED AND iN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT,
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CONTRACT MODIFICATION
(Continued)
(o) Delete paragraph (c)(1) ana substitute:
(1) Three (3) copies of an Interim written report d..soribing the
results of the work performed under paragraphs (a)(2) and
(a)(3)•
(d) Add paragraph (d)(6) as follows:
(6) Decide whether or not to prodeed %Pith performing the tasks on
the second radar system within five (5) working days after
receipt of the interim results from the first radar system.
2. ARTICLE 2, DELIVER? OR PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE, is revised as follows:
(a) Delete paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(6) and substitute:
(1) Collect and analyze ELM signal
parametrioa as specified in
paragraph (a)(2) and perform the
additional tasks described 1n ._
paragraph (a)(3)
(6) Final written report summarizing
all work as specified in paragraph
(c)(2)
Date of Contract through
September 30, 1985.
Delivered.
(b) Add paragraphs (0)(7) and (c)(8) as follows:
August 30, 1985(7) Interim written report describing
the results of the additional tasks
as specified in paragraph (b)(4)
(8) Final written report describing
the results of the additional tasks
as specified in paragraph (b)(5)
September 30. 1985







aELINT PARAMETER MEASUREMENT PROCESSOR
IFM (Instantaneous Frequency Measurement) and RF Electronic Counter
sensors were employed to measure, collect, and analyze ELINT signal parameters
associated with an AN/PPS-6 radar and the Hood radar. These actual ELINT
or Electronic Support Measures (ESM) sensors with an accompanying RF to IF
downconverter have been employed by several platforms to measure precision
frequency and precision PRI parameters.
The complete ELINT sensor system employed for data collection and analysis
under this mowiified contract is shown in figure 1. The RF/IF downconverter
converts the RF input signal to an IF signal at approximately 410 MHz. The
wideband downconverter was specifically designed not to color the signal
waveform.
The IFM and HP 5345A Electronic Courier sensors were used to collect
and measure the ELINT parameters. The data collection, statistical data
processing, and histogram software programs were written on the HP-85
microcomputer. Floppy discs are used to store data sets and results are plotted
^
using the HP-7470A plotter.
The software programs developed for this analysis are:
1. GETVAL Program - This program is used to collect data with
the RF Electronic Counter sensor.
2. TPLOT Program - The data samples are plotted as a function
of time.
3. HPLOT Program - The data collected using GETVAL program
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4. DATAS Program - This program is used to compute the statistical
parameters associated with the data.
S. PRUTP Program - This program prints the statistical parameters
derived from the DATAS Program.
6. HISTP Program - This program plots the theoretically expected
histogram and the measured data histogram on one plot.
7. HCROY and other Programs - These programs allow data c -30-ction
with the IFM sensor and LeCroy Digitizing System and data transfer
to the HP-87 computer system for analysis.
Computer programs 1 through 6 were developed under the original contract,
while program 7 was developed under the modified contract. The HCROY program






The analysis algorithms used in this modified contract are identical to
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TEST RESULTS
1. HOOD Radar
a. Single Pube Frequency
Two sets of single pulse frequency sampled data were collected and
analyzed for the HOOD radar. The IPM sensor was employed to make these
measurements.
Table 1 contains the summary statistical results for this analysis
and Appendix B contains a more detailed analysis of the single pulse
frequency sampled data.
b. Single Pulse Pulsewidth
Four sets of single pulse pulsewidth sampled data were collected
and analyzed for the HOOD radar. The Microwave Counter sensor was
employed to make these measurements.
Table 2 contains the summary statistical results for this analysis
and Appendix C contains a more detailed analysis of the single pulse
pulsewidth sampled data.
c. Single Pulse PRI
Four sets of single pulse (more accurately defined as one pulse to
the next pulse) PRI sampled data were collected and analyzed for the HOOD
radar. The Microwave Counter sensor was employed to make these
measurements.
Table 3 contains the summary statistical results for this analysis








Four sets of average frequency sampled data were collected and
analysed for the HOOD radar. The Microwave Counter sensor was employed
to make these measurements. Approximately 300 . pulses were averaged
into one sampled data point.
Table 4 contains the summary statistical results for this analysis
and Appendix E contains a more detailed analysis of the average frequency
sampled data.
e. Average Pulsewidth
Four sets of average pulsewidth sampled data were collected and
analyzed for the HOOD radar. The Microwave Counter sensor was employed
to make these measurements. Approximately 300 pulses were averaged
into one sampled data point.
Table 5 contains the summary statistical results for this analysis




s. Single Pulse Frequency~
Two sets of single pulse frequency sampled data were collected and
analyzed for the PPS-6 Radar. The IFM sensor was employed to make
these measurements.	 'r
Table 6 contains the summary statistical results for this analysis ^w'
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b. Single Pulse Pulsewid'th d,
Four sets of single pulse pusewidth nampled data were collected and
analyzed for the PPS-6 radar. The Microwave Counter sensor was employed
to make these measurements.
Table 7 contains the summary statistical results for this analysis
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TABLE ONE
HOOD RADAR
ELINT PARAMETER ANALYSIS - SINGLE PULSE FREQUENCY
DATA
STA 1191 CAL	 SET
PARAMETER
P4SNABCD P4SNEFGH
MEAN VALUE ( MHz) 418 . 49 419.29
MEDIUM VALUE ( MHz) 418.49 419.29
DATA RANGE ( MHz) 2 . 57 2.12
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.278 0.38
( MHz)
COEFFICIENT OF 0.32 0.066
SKEWNESS
COEFFICIENT OF 3 . 35 2.69
KURTOSIS
CHI-SQUARED 95. (90 34. 010 
25 - 75 INTER -
PERCENTILE RANGE 0.467 (87%) 0.41	 (55%)
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TABLE TWO
HOOD RADAR




P4SPWA P4SPWB P4SPWC P4SPWD
MEAN VALUE (nsec.) 263.7 263.13 262.79 262.33
MEDIUM VALUE 263.7 263.13 264.79 262.33
(nsec.)
DATA RANGE ( nsec.) 22. 22. 22. 22.
STANDARD DEVIATION 4.1 4.18 4.02 4.31
(nsec.)
COEFFICIENT OF -0.69 -0.63 -0.71 -0.55
SKEWNESS
COEFFICIENT OF 3.2 3.05 3.14 2.79
KURTOSIS
CHI-SQUARED 170.	 (11c) 222. 010 203.	 (110 119. 010
25 - 75 INTER-
PERCENTILE RANGE 4 . 0 (59%) 6 . 0 (68%) 6 . 0 (72%)	 6.0 (68%)
nsec. (approrimate)
12
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P4SRRA P4SRRB P4SRRC P4SRRD
MEAN VALUE (psec.) 222.18 222.18 222.19 222.19
MEDIUM VALUE 222.18 222.18 222.19 222.19
(psec.)
DATA RANGE (psec.) 0.238 0.244 0.248 0.248
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.037 0.035 0.038 0.039
(psec.)
COEFFICIENT OF -0.027 0.21 -0.02 0.20
SKEWNESS
COEFFICIENT OF 2.25 2.99 2.66 2.48
KURTOSIS
CHI-SQUARED 94.	 (17c) 42. (90 53.	 (19c) 92.	 (19c)
25 - 75 INTER-



















P4RFA P4RFB P4RFC P4RFD
MEAN VALUE 14,906.43 15,011.66 15,011.77 15,011.71
(MHz)
MEDIUM VALUE 14,906.43 15,011.66 15,011.77 15,011.71
(MHz)
DATA RANGE 1.11 0.69 0.41 0.77
(MHz)
STANDARD
DEVIATION 0.272 0.115 0.08 0.154
( MHz)
COEFFICIENT OF -0.12 -0.019 0.213 -0.27
SKEWNESS
COEFFICIENT OF 2.19 2.69 2.35 2.17
KURTOSIS
CHI-SQUARED 362. (90 22.4(230 50.(13c)	 99. (90
25 - 75 INTER-
PERCENTILE RANGE 0.32 0.18 0.13 0.26
MHz (approximate) (56%) (62%) (65%) (71%)
^f
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TABLE FIVE
HOOD RADAR





MEAN VALUE (nsec.) 224.07 223.48
MEDIUM VALUE (nsec.) 224.07 223.48
DATA RANGE (nsec.) 0.8 0.76
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.138 0.135
(nsec.)
COEFFICIENT OF 0.283 0.34
SKEWNESS
COEPFIEICNT OF 2.68 2.67
KURTOSIS
CHI-SQUARED 36.	 (90 40. (90
25 - 75 INTER-


















MEAN VALUE ( MHz) 407.40 407.12
MEDIUM VALUE (MHz) 407 . 40 407.12
DATA RANGE ( MHz) 2.0 1.19
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.225 0.172
( MHz)
COEFFICIENT OF 0.400 0.752
SKEWNESS
COEFFICIENT OF 4.43 5.15
KURTOSIS
CHI-SQUARED 177.	 (7c) 160. 010
25 - 75 INTER-
PERCENTILE RANGE 0.23(76%) 0.11(58%)
MHz (approrimate)
16
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TABLE SEVEN
PPS - 6 RADAR
ELINT PARAMETER_ ANALYSIS - SINGLE PULSE PULSEWIDTH
DATA















25 - 75 INTEV
PERCENTH.F.. P AT:GE
nsec. (approximate)
309.4 309.4 309.57 319.04 .}
309.4 309.4 309.57 319.04f
i,
10 10 10 14 r^
1.45 1.39 1.52 2.08 fi
rtir
-0.18 -0.24 -0,13 -0.21
3.08 3.16 3.16 3.0
r. f:
231.(5c) 263.(5c) 95.(5c) 258.(70
2
(85%) 2(87%)
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CONCLUSIONS
I.ie following tasks have been completed during this development effort:
I. Data collection software for the IFM ELINT sensor has been
completed.. Part of the data collection software program is included
in Appendix A.
2. Statistical analysis software has been revised and updated.
3. Single pulse - frequency, single pulse pulsewidth, single pulse
PRI, average frequency and average pulsewidth sampled data have
been collected for the HO )D radar using the IFM sensor and the
Microwave Counter sensor.
4. Frequency and pulsewidth sampled data have been collected
for the AN/PPS-6 radar using the IFM sensor and the Microwave
Counter sensor.
5. Statistical analysis of all sampled data have been completed.
Summary statistical results are presented in the test results section
of this report. Detailed statistical analysis results are presented
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APPENDIX A
10 I IHCROY'
20 1 THIS EPOGRAM Gi::Z SHORT MESSAGE CONSISTING OF 1 DATA POINT PORTO
30 1 THE HEADER IS DISCARDED, THEN THE DATA POINT IS CONVERTED TO
40 1 FREQUENCY. THIS IS THEN LOOPED FOR N DATA POINTS--LECROY
50 1 SELF-ANALLYSIS LOOP MUST MATCH THIS LOOP
60 1 6/4/85	 RAG
70 DIM N $( 24J,B$(78J,Y (1001) 1 LENGTH OF N$ MUST MATCH # READ CHARACTERS
80 1	 TRY TO GET THE FASTEST POSSIBLE BAUD RATE
90 CONTROL 10,3	 8 1 BAUD 8=1200 11-2400 13-4800 15-9600
100 CONTROL 10,4	 3
110 CONTROL 10,9	 5 1 RESET RX QUEUE
120 CONTROL 10,2 ; 0 1 DTR LOW
130 DISP "ENTER NUMBER OF DATA POINTS DESIRED"
140 INPUT N
150 DISP "START DATA"
160 CONTROL 10,9 ; 5
170 FOR 3 & 1  TO N
18 0
 
FOR K-1 TO 17 1 GET HEADER AND IGNORE
19 0
 
CONTROL 10,2 ; 1 1	 DTR ENABLE
20 0
 
 ENTER 10 ; B$
210 NEXT K
220 CONTROL 10,2 ; 1 1	 DTR ENAnT,E
230 ENTER 10 ; N$ 1 GET STRING FROM LECROY






300 FOR K=1 TO N 1	 CONVERT CELL ARRAY TO FREQUENCY
310 V-Y(K)*2-256 1 OFFSET TO =-256 MV
320 D(K)=V/1000*92.38+401.2 1 INTERCEPT AND SLOPE TO FREQ ARRAY
33C DISP K,D(K)
34C NEXT K
350 BEEP 200 , 500 @ DISP "ENTER FILENAME FILE.VOLUME"
36C INPUT F$
37C CREATE F $, 1,N*8+8
38C ASSIGN# 1 TO F$
390 POR K=0 TO N




42C ASSIGN# 1 TO







EL1NT parameter test results are contained in this appendix for the
single pulse frequency parameter associated with the HOOD radar. These
measurements were performed with the IFM sensor. The single pulse
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Single Pulse Frequency Sampled Data - P4SNABCD
The statistical results of the single pulse frequency sampled data
P4SNABCD are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and statistica l. analysis are presented.	 U
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical








START TIME I5 11 : 54 :59 85/09/14
MEAN- 418.4906
MAX VALUE- 419.3723 MIN VALUE- 417.2700 RANGE-
SIGMA- .2780
COEFFICENT OF SKEUNESS- +.3184
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS- 3.348G
OUT-OF-RANGE DATA POINTS- 0 POINTS
EXECUTION TIME= 72 SECONUS
2.10
ru .•u _ ' » .r,rc K lh".0 x4:10..- hC1nTo.44_.r1kx-tu
4:1 .-`I
I RRRI	 1	 t !n1 r-i1^
f
+.°. S.Tbrk7
- J 7: lJ:r
FCLmT°" E TIRE
IIPL01 EXECUTION TIME= 5.08MINIIIES,
1	
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FILE /HDATC/P4SNABC0
PLOT MIN- 417.2058 PLOT MAX- 419.7753
DATA MIN- 417.Z700 DATA MAX- 419.3723




2	 417.5562	 1 1.180
3	 417.7098	 9 13.972
4	 418.OZ34	 5T 81.656
5	 418.2570	 26Z 235.517
6	 418.4906	 310 335.249
7	 418.7742	 793 135.517
8	 410.9577	 46 81.656
9	 419.1913	 19 13.972
10	 419.4749	 7 1.180
11	 419.6505	 0 .049
MEAN VALUE=	 418.4906
S h iNWIRD DEV I AI I ON=	 .2780
CUCI F	 or	 SKEI::Ji Z-)S-	 4.3184
COEFF OF KIIRTOSIS = 	 3.3486
C11I - SOUARED=	 95.9981
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Single Pulse Frequency Sampled Data - P4SNEFGH
The statistical results of the single pulse frequency sampled data
P4SNEFGH are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical	 k
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MAX VALUE- 420.3706 MIN VALUE-
SIGMA= .3779
COEFFICENT OF SKEWNESS +.0662
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS 2.6887
OUT-OF-RANGE nATA POINTS- 0 POINfS
START TIME IS14:19:4385/09/14
418.2485 RANGE	 2.12
IF N1 = S CW= .4Z440800000t0062
IF N 1= 7 CU-- .303140571418616
IF N1= 9 CU-- .Z3S782ZZZ7ZZZS7
IF N1= it CU= .19291Z727Z72756
IF N1 = 13 CW= .16323384615387
IF 0 1= 15 CW= .141469333333354
IF N1= 17 CW= .12482588Z3579S9
IF Ni- 19 CW= .11168631578949
IF N1= 21 CW= .101049523809'539
IF N1 = Z3 CW= .077626086956657
IF N1 = 25 CW-= .0848816000000174
IF 0 1 - 27 CW= .078S94074074085E
HPLpf EXECUTION TIME- S.SZMINUTES,
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FILE /NDATC/P4SNEFGH
PLOT MIN- 418.0359 PLOT MAX- 420.5437
DATA MIN- 418.1485 DATA MtIX= 420.3706
CELL #	 CENTER	 # SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 410.1323	 0 1.870
2	 418.3252	 1 7.038
3	 418.5181	 15 25.322




6	 419.0969	 191 178.774
7	 419.2898	 193 203.654




10	 419.8685	 57 63.039
11	 420.0615	 25 25.322
17	 420.2544	 10 7.838
13	 41x.4473	 1 1.870
MEAN VALUE=
	 419.2098
Elfifl tIRD DEVIATION = 	.3779
COLFF OF 5KFWNESS = 	+.0661









	 RfifltiL = 	Z.5079 
SUM ACTUAL=1000
SUM EXPECTED- 999.2038
55.*PERCENT OF	 DATA LIES BEIWEEN	 419.0969 AND	 419.4827
B-9
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ELINT parameter test results are contained in this appendix for the
single pulse pulsewidth parameter associated with the HOOD radar. These
measurements were performed with the Microwave Counter sensor in the
single pulse measurement mode of operation. The single pulse pulsewidth
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Single : ,ilse Pulsewidth Sampled Data - P4SPWA
The statistical results of the single pulse pulsewidth sampled data
P4SPWA are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
information associated with this pulsewidth data set.
C-2
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U It I.NiiME/IIC)rifLj: N4SI'Ui1
MAX VhLUE- 274.WtW MIN VALUE-
SIGMA-
COEFFIC=:f^' JF SKEWNESS- -.6933
COEFFIC:-'Al OF KURTOSIS- 3.2034
OUT-OF-RANGE DATA POINTS- 0 POINTS
5irifAi LIME 1'17:33:3065/09!07
757.00ZO RANGE-	 1L .00
M15T r4Fn't TIME F














1 0 0, 1 An
FCI.MT1 , 't TWE
IF N1= 5 CW= 4.4
IF NI- 7 CW=- 3.14285714285714
IF NI- 9 CU- 2.44444444444444
IF N1 = 11	 CW= 2
IF NI= 13 CW= 1.697307b9[30769
IF N I- 15 CW= 1 .4GE^tiE;E,6C,f t^Gl h7
IF N1= 17 CU= 1.294117647C5882
IF N1= 19 CW= 1.157894736;64711
IF N1= 21 CW= 1.04"161904761905
IF N1= 23 CW= .956521739130435
IF N1= 25 CW= .88
IF N1 . 27 CU- .814814814814815
HPLUI EXLCU11t1N flMt-	 S.bollIN1JiL-5,
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F 11.E /HUIi fEiiP4SPUA
PLOT MIN- 150.7000 PLOT MAX- 2'16.7000
UATA MIN- 7:iZ . 0000 DATA MHX- 274.02{00
CELL 4	 CENTER	 # SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 251.7000 11 2.573
2	 253.7000 33 9.665
3	 255.7000 33 28.544
4	 257.7000 63 66.267
5	 259.7000 83 120.942
6	 261.7000 136 173.517
7	 263.7000 198 195.703
8	 265.7000 153 173.517
9	 167. 7000 130 170.942
10	 269.7000 51 66.167
11	 271.7000 7 28.544
11	 273.7000 1 5.665
13	 275.7000 0 2.573
MEAN VALUE-	 263.7000
STWIDARD DEVIATIDN- 4.0770
CULT f OF SKEWNESS= -.6933
CUEFF OF KURTOSIS- 3.2034
C' 4 I - SQUAHL D =	 170. 3556
MEDIAN X VALUE- 163.7000
CELL UIDIH =
 2.0O0000
PLOT RiiNt-jE = 16. &3Z
SLIM AC F Ofil - 1 OU
SUM EXPECTED = 998.7207
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Single Pulse Pulsewidth Sampled Data - P4SPWB
The statistical results of the single pulse pulsewidth sampled data
P4SPWB are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
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FI1LNHME/ III itIW P451-UB
	SIAM I1ME 151d:Z6 : Z165/(LJ/07
WIN- 263.1340
hhX VriLUE = l 14.0(ln o	 Mich VmLUE- 15:' . 00oo	 RANGE =
	ZZ .00
SIGMA= 4.!771!
COCFFICENT OF SKEWNESS- -.6312
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS= 3.0452
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IF N1- 5 CW = 4 4
IF N1= 7 CW- 3.14285714285714
IF N1= 9 CW- Z.44444444444444
IF NI =
 11	 CU = 1
IF N1 = 13 CU= 1.69Z30769130769
IF N1 =
 15 CW = 1.46666666666667
IF N1= 17 CU= 1.29411764705882
IF N1 = 19 CU= 1.15789473684211
IF NI- 11 CU- 1.04761904761905
IF N1= 23 CU = .9565Z1739130435
IF N1 = Z5 CW- .88
IF N;- 17 CU = . 814814814814815
HPLOT EXFCU'11l iN 	 5.67MINIMC3,
M;_^^F ni1 F .i IJ•.'.' frnP-E:
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FILE /HUrnfLir4SPWEl
PLOD MIN=	 2^.0.1340 PLOT MAX-	 276.1340
DATA MIN-	 25Z . W(60 LWA MtIX-	 274.00"
CELL 11	 CENTER	 V SAMPLES EXPECTED	 h
1 251.1340 18 3.087	 '{
2 2S3.1340 36 10.886
3 255.1340 54 30.533
4 257.1340 48 68.095
5 259.1340 108 iZ0.763
6 261.1340 152 170.305	 j
7 263.1340 211 190.982
8 265.1340 210 170.305	 b
9 267.1340 127 120.763
10 269.1340 27 68.095
11 271.1340 7 30.533
12 273.1340 2 10.886	 h.
13 275.1340 0 3.087
MEAN VALUE = 263.1340
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.1778	
r
t
COEFF OF SKEWNESS = -.6312	 ti
COEFF OF KURTOSIS= 3.0452
CHI-SQUARED= 222.2259
IiLli rili X VALUE- 263.1 340
CFI L WIDTH- 2.002-e33
PLOT RhNvE = 26.0::11	 ti
SUM AC I LIAI. -1040
SLIM EXPECTED= 998.3187	 M
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Single Pulse Pulsewidth Sampled Data - P4SPWC
The statistical results of the single pulse pulsewidth sampled data
P4SPWC are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
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F I ► L No %ME / I IUri i b/Fl4SNUC
MEAN- 262.7ilW
MHK VHLUE = Z7Z.(*00 MIN VfiLUE-
SIGMA= 4.018Z
COEFFICENT OF SKEUNES5= -.7145
COEFFICIENT OF KItRTUSIS- 3-1430
OUI-OF-RIiNbL 1N11A POINIS- 0 POINIS
51rik1 TIME ISib :3S:21Iti5/ 09/07
250.(WOO RANGE-
	 22.00
IF N1= 5 CU= 4.4
IF NI= 7 CU= 3.1428S714285714
IF N1= 9 CW= 2.44444444444444
IF N1 = 11 CU= 2
IF N 1= 13 CU- 1 .69 Z 30'769 2 30'!69
IF 141= 15 CU= 1.466GGGGGG6Gj667
IF Nl= 17 CU= 1.7J411'104705382
IF N1 = 19 CU= l.Jb7El9473b0f4Zll
IF N1 = 21 CU= 1.047619047619@5
IF N1= 23 CU= .956521739130435
IF N1- 2S CU= .88
IF N1= 27 CU= .814814814814815
WLOF EXECUTION TIME= S.18MINUTES.
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FILE. /I Kin fU.'F'4SPWC
PLOT MIN- 249.7860 PLOT MAX- 275.7860
DATA MIN- 250.0Ww'0 DATA MAX- 271.0j00
CELL ><	 CENTER	 # SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 250.7860
	 1 2.298
1	 252.7860	 22 8.975
3	 254.7860	 33 27.364
4	 256.7860	 44 65.125








9	 266.7860	 Z29 120.983
10	 268.7860	 91 65.125




13	 774.7660 	 0 Z.Z98
MEAN VALUE=
	 26Z.7860
SItINDARD DEVIATION = 	4.0182
COEFF OF	 SKEUNESS = 	-.7145
COEFF OF KURTOSIS = 	3.1438
CFI I - SQUARE 11- 203.5859
MEDIAN X VALUE = 	264.7860
CELL W 1 D T I I	 Z.000003
PLOT Nfitk,F = ZE. e0-30
SUM ACTUAL=1000
SUM EXPECTED = 998.9193
7Z.31'ERCENI OF
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Single Pulse Pulsewidth Sampled Data - P4SPWD
The statistical results of the single pulse pulsewidth sampled data
P4SPWD are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical,
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F11LIJriIif/Illlflii;/I'45t'W1J	 5TriHI TIME i513:14:jijtiS/(09/08
ME HN= 26Z . 3 i10
MAX VALUE- C i2.00i0-G
	 MIN Vfi1.UE .- 2 SO. OWO
	 RANG'	 22.00
SIGMA = 4.3083
COEIFICENT OF SKLUNVSS= -.5530
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS= 2.789G
OUT-OF-RANGL DATA PGINfS m
 0 POINTS
IF N1- 5 CW= 4.4
IF N1= 7 CW= 3.14Z85714Z85714
IF N1= 9 CW= 2.44444444444444
IF N1= 11	 CW= 2
?F N1= 13 CU= 1.69230769230769
IF N1= IS CU- 1.46666666666667
IF N1= 17 CU= 1.2941176470S88Z
IF N1= 19 CU= 1.15789473GG4Z11
IF N 1= 21	 CU= 1 .04'7619+34 -TG 1905
IF N1= 23 CW= .95GE,21739130435
IF NI- ZS CU= .88
IF N1= 27 CW= .814814814814015
HPLOT EXECUTION TIME- S.73MINUTES.
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FILE /llUtilU^P4SPWD
HOT MIN- Z4J.3320 PLUt MAX- 27S.3320
DATA MI14- 250.00x7► DATA MAX- 271.0000
CELL #	 CENTER	 4 SAMPLES EXPECTED
1 250.3320 Z 3.828
2 252.3320 18 12.525
3 254.3320 47 33.031
4 156.3320 64 70.223
5 258.3320 62 120.352
6 260.3320 1!7 166.278
7 162.3320 187 185.195
8 264.3310 198 166.278
9 266.3320 177 120.3SZ
10 1G8.3320 87 70.223
11 770.33','0 29 33.031
11 2 72 . 33ZO Z 12.525
13 274.3320 0 3.828
MEAN VALUE = 	162.3370
STANDORD DEVIATION= 4.3083
COEFF OF SKEWNESS = -.S533
COEFF OF	 K(INIOSIS = 7.7896
CHI- SQUARED-	 119.1548
MEDIAN X VALUL=	 ZG2.3370
CELL UIDTII= 2.000000
Vi OT RANGL = 2G.U0Z
SUM ACTUAL- 1000
SUM EXPECTED= 997.6697
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APPENDIX D
INTRODUCTION,
ELINT parameter test results are contained in this appendix for the
PRI parameter associated with the HOOD radar. These measurements were













Single Pulse PRI Sampled Data - P4SRRA
The statistical results of the single pulse PRI sampled data P4SRRA
are presented on the r2xt three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms,
and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
information associated with this PRI data set.
D- 2
FILENAME/HDATS/P45RRA	 START TIME IS16:3S:4485/09/07
MEAN- 222.1P.02
MAX VALUE 222.2920 MIN VALUE- 222.0540 RANGE • 	.24
SIGMA- .0371
COEFFICENT OF SKEWNESS- -.0271
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS 2.2472
OUT-OF-RANGE DATA POINTS- 0 POINTS
HI
----	 •S SlGtth
I^ I	 ,^1	 t	 • I^ ,	 t	 I	 I	 I.	 ^	 I
221.21
PELF,TIIIE TIME
IF N1- 5 CW- .0475999999999999
IF NI- 7 CW- .0339999999999999
IF NI- 9 CW- .0264444444444444
IF N1- 11 CW- .021636363E363636
F N1- 13 CW- .0183076923076923
IF N1- IS CW- .0158666666666666
IF NI- 17 CW- .014
IF NI- 19 CW- .0125263157894737
IF Ni- 11 CW- .0113333333333333
IF N1- 23 CW- .0103478260869565
IF N1- 25 CW- .00951999999999998
IF N1- 27 CW- .0088148148148148
HPLOI EXECUTION TIME- 7.40MINurES.
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FILE /NDH'fB/P4SRRFI
PLOT MIN- 722.047Z PLOT MAX- ZZ2.313?
DATA MIN= ZZZ.0540 DATA MHX- ZZZ.291'0
CFLI	 11	 CENTER	 ;s SAMPLES EXPECTED
1 2ZZ.054Z 1 .47S
Z ?22.0682 0 1.591
3 77Z.0UT2 0 4.6Z0
4 222.0962 8 11.640
5 ZZ2.1102 20 25.441
6 222.1242 72 48.237
7 722.13041L 10S 79.336
8 Z7Z.1S'7 121 113.194
9 272.1662 170 140.099
10 222.18,02 109 1S0.4Z0
11 227.1942 107 140.099
12 ZZZ.706Z 132 113.194
13 222.2272 113 79.336
14 T22.Z36i 73 48.Z37
1s ZZZ.2502 16 ZS.441
ll.s4c
17 121.2702 1 4.6?0
18 ZZZ.79ZZ 1 1.591
19 ZZ2.3362 0 .47S
MEAN VHI.UE=	 "LZZ.180:
STANDARD DEVIATION- .0371
COLFF OF SKEWNESS= -.0271
COEEF 01-	 KURTOSIS= 2.2472
CfII- SUt1AHLD=	 93.8637
MEDIAN X VRt ()E=	 Z7Z. 1802
CE1 I. UIDI11-	 .014030
PLOT RANoE =	.2660
SLIM ACTURI =I (600
SOM EXPECTLD= 9y9.E^=Sr
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Single Pulse PRI Sampled Data - P4SRRB
The statistical results of the single pulse PRI sampled data P4SRRB
are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms,
and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
information associated with this PRI data set.
D-6
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FILENAME /H0A7B/P4SRftB	 START TIME IS16 : 47:Zi8S/09/07
MEAN- 22Z.1868
MAX VALUE- 222.3120 MIN VALUE= 122.0680 RANGE- 	 .24
SIGMA- .0346
COEFFICENT OF SKEUNESS- +.2102
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS= 2.9882





V	 (((((^RR {7^^11 	!	 1




IF Nl- 5 CU= .0488




IF Nl- 11	 CU= .0221818161818182
IF N1= 13 CU- .0187692307692308
IF Nl- 15 CU= .016266666b6666676 6b666 '7
IF N1- 17 CU= .0143S29411'1G47a6
IF N1= 19 CU= .0128421052631579
IF Ni- 21 CU= .0;'6190476190476
IF Nl= 23 CU= .0105086956521'139
IF Nl- ZS CU= .9;0975999999999999
IF N1- 27 CU= .00903703703703703
HPLOT EXECUTION TIME = 5.75MINUICS.
NI,TGGF'Afl FQF W-Wl C-rd1FLES
.HDi.16 F4 jFi6
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PLOT MIN- 222.0377 PLOT MAX- 222.3359
DATA MIN- 222.0690 DATA MAX- 222.31Z0
CELL it	 CENTER	 V SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 222.0512	 0 .145
2	 221.0783	 3 Z.296
3	 222.1054	 4 19.707
4	 ZZZ . 1326	 120 91.526
5	 ZZZ.1597	 Z46 229.986
6	 222.1868	 271 312.671
7	 772.ZI39	 230 7719.986
8	 272.1410	 104 91.526
9	 121.26B1	 15 19.707
10	 12Z.Z95Z	 6 Z.Z96
11	 222.3223	 1 .145
MEAN VALUE-	 2Z7.18E8
STANDARD DEVIATION=	 .0346
COEFF OF SKEWNESS=	 4.2102






PLOT	 RhNo E: 	 .2982
SUM ACTllfil =1000
SUM EXNECfE n= 999.9899
75.ZHERCENf OF DATA LIES 6. 	 TEEN	 2Z1.1597 AND	 ZZZ.Z139
D-9
►^ .`h ^ ^. ^^?f 'ti r ^^^ % . i k ^^ y'ti .^. L"^ r i  .'j^ k^* . ` - i ti .~	 Y i} ^^ 	 .^ .► '1l . '^' 
Single Pulse PRI Sampled Data - P4SRRC
The statistical results of the single pulse PRI sampled data P4SRRC
are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms,
and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical






















	 START TIME IS17:05:5085/09/07
MEAN= 222.1864
MFlX VALUE- 222.2980 MIN VALUE= 222.0500 RANGE
	 .25
SIGMA= .0378
COEFFICENT OF SKEW4ESS- -.O'[00
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS= 2.6550
011(-OF-RANGE DNIA POINTS= 0 POINTS
HIaTi =nt! M IF FLOT
HLHTE FiR(yC
-	 — -	 -_	 - --^_F'EI. AT F IE 7111E
1F N1= SL CW= .04960000000(D0038
IF N1= 7 CW= .03542115114285741
IF NI- 9 CW= .0175SbSSSS5S5571
IF N1= 11 CW> .ZZZ54S4S4!A S4SG3
IF N1= 13 CIJ .0190769230769Z45
IF N1= 15 CW= .0165333333333346
IF N1= 17 CW= .01451182352941108
IF N1= 19 CW= .0130526315789484
IF N1= 21 CW= .0118095Z3809S247
IF Nl= 23 CW- .010782608695E53
IF N1= 25 CW= .00992000000300075
IF N1= 27 CW= .00918518518518580
HPLOT EXECUTION TIME = 7.4 VINOTES,
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PLOT MIN- 122.0493 PLOT MAX- 112.3234
DATA MIN- 222.0500 DATA MAX- 222.2980
CELL 4	 CENTER 4 SAMPLES EXPECTED
1 ZZZ.0559 1 .357
2 ZZ7 . 0689 1 1.107
3 ZZT.0320 4 3.046
4 212.0950 3 7.441
5 2Z2.1081 11 16.137
6 ZZZ . 1711 25 31.068
7 2ZZ.134Z 75 53.097
8 111,7 . 14'1'1 97 80.557
9 ZZ2.1603 117 108.497
10 227.1'133 107 1Z9.719
11 227.18E4 113 137.679
12 ZZZ.1994 99 129.719
13 22Z.Z1Z5 134 108.497
14 222.2125,5 107 80.557
15 217.2386 59 53.037
16 ZZ7.2516 33 31.268
17 22Z.Z1347 8 16.137
18 222.2777 6 7.441
19 222.2908 4 3.046
20 222.3039 1 1.107
71 ZZZ.^169 0 .357
MEAN VA101= ZZ2.1864
STANDARD DEVIATION = 	.0378
COEFF OF SKEWNESS = -.0200
CGL1 F OF KIIRTOSIS= 2.6550
C111 SUIJO tED- 53.2003









Single Pulse PRI Sampled Data - P4SRRD
The statistical results of the single pulse PRI sampled data P4SRRD
are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms,
and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
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b^b^^^^^^Y46ib^k^^bb^sl;M1o..K9QdL	 22
z.0G6IRRIRRN^E-IS17:Z^5 3285/ 0'./07
OUT-OF-RANSE OAIA POINTS- 0 POINI5
i
IF N1= 5 CW- .0495999999999981
IF Nl- 7 CW= .03Fi42857142C1.-17011
I F N 1 . 9	 CW= . 0275E,55 SJ^JJrl^14 C]
IF N1= 11	 CW=U?E,4r,454E-,454537
IF N1= 13 CW= .0190769230769223
IF N1= 15	 . W = .016533333333332'7
IF Nl- 17	 CW-- . 0 14 ^,881 352941171
IF NI= 19 CW = .013057E331S789469
IF N1= Z1 CW = .01lW95Z38W9S234
IF N1= 23 CW = .01078260£169565113
IF N1= 25 CW= .00991999999999962
IF Nl= 27 CW= .00918518r.1851848'1
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FILE /HDATB/P4SRRD
PLOT MIN- 222.0516 PLOT MAX- 2ZZ.3257
DATA MIN- 222.0660 DATA MAX- 222.3140
CELL 1N?	 CENTER	 # SAMPLES EXPECTED
1 ZZZ.05Ri 0 .455
2 222.8 17 1 1.342
3 222.0842 0 3.530
4 222.0973 1 8.286
5 222.1103 10 17.358
6 222.1234 35 32.455
7 222.1364 71 54.155
8 222.1495 129 80.645
9 222.1626 108 107.180
10 722.1756 122 127.115
11 222.1887 9F 134.567
12 221.2017 95 127.125
13 222.2148 98 107.180
14 ZZZ . Z278 108 80.645
15 727.Z409 68 54.155
16 221.2539 39 32.455
17 122.2670 ? 17.358
18 722.2800 5 8.786
19 ZZZ.2931 5 3.530
7.', 722.3061 1 1.342
21 ZZ2.3192 1 .455
MEAN VALUE-	 222.1887
STANDARD DEVIATION- .0387
COEFF OF SKEWNESS- +.1977
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APPENDIX E
INTRODUCTION
ELINT parameter test results are contained in this appendix for the
averaged frequency parameter associated with the HOOD radar. These
measurements were performed with the Microwave Counter. The single
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Average Frequency Sampled Data - P4RFA 	
z1h
g
The statistical results of the frequency sampled data P4RFA are
presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms, and
statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
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I 1' 1 fl(%M1 /Itl)fl fit/ 1'4141 fif is I 1W I I IMI' 1 514:47: 5411!,/0!1/ 14
hff1N 14900.43411




COEFFICENT OF SKEWNESS- -.1200
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS 2.1872
OUT-OF-RANGE BATA POINTS= 0 POINTS
►+i_rr:•,•r: TINE F►L•.,1 ►, t-4t ri
6
I4.iij o1







----------^----^-- ------ -t ^--j^-- – 141E --_	 —
IF N1 = 5 CU- .ZZ19499999397(-j3
IF N1= 7 Cu= .!5H5714?8!i717^)t
IF N1 = 9 CU = .123333333333156
IF N1= 1 1 Cu= .IU9090909 0897B
IF N1 = 13 CU= .085384615384S20Z
Ir N1= 15 CU= .0739999999999175
IF N1 = 17 CU> .0652941176469801
IF 01= 19 Cu = . 05uaZ1sx5^t;315133
IF NI= 21 CU= 0';ZG5714ZG57oa4
IF Ni= 23 CU= .048260869SU,1636
IF N1 = 25 CU= .0443997999999505
IF 01 =
 77 CU= .0411111111110653
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S3ldWVS 30 838WnN	 ~
E-4
FILE /HDAIR/P4RFA
PLOT MIN= 14905.7210 PLOT MAX=14907.1482
DATA MIN-149O5.87%'0 DATA MAX=14906.9800
CELL 11	 CENTER	 it SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 14905.8PO3	 1 15.366
2	 14905.9589	 104 50.436 t'
3	 14906.1174	 118 117.876
1^.
4	 14906.2760	 81 196.174
5	 14906.4346	 374 232.476
6	 14906.5932
	 73 196.174
7	 14906.7517	 190 117.876





^ir H ^:`?!^ DEVIATION-
	
.2721
CUL r I	 0i	 SUUNI JS - 	 - . 1200
COCFF CF KURI0715=	 2.1872
CHI-SUTARLD--
	 312.3809
ME [)IAN X VALUE = 14906.4346 'r
CL I L
	 WI11I	 . 150.`)71
PLOT RANGE=	 1.4271
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Average Frequency Sampled Data - P4RFB
The statistical results of the frequency sampled data P4RFB are
presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms, and
statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
information associated with this frequency data set.
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PI - 0 f Ml N = 1 SQ41 1 .2 f l r6 PL C f MAX-15012-03S6
Dfi I Fi F{1 ij I : (1 1 .7 a62,	 Dfi l ll I•illi! : 1501 1 .97i j(l
Cut. i t	 C0110	 11 Sruli'LtS C)(PL"CTED
1 l fl-"? 1 i 1 30151 0 .763
? 1 SO i 1. 3318 0 1.67-1
3 IWII.3613 1 3.479
^I 1';J11.3918 9 6.560
5 15c%,1 1.4713 14 11.773 
6 l'A1 1 . 15I B 17 19 . L64
7 1',(G 1 1 .4 61 i3 40 30.451;
0 1 "; .01 1 .51 18 39 4-1.330
9 1'.J0I i	 Y41 H fG Gv. 310
1 1^ 1- 15, 1',Ii1 7t 7E.Ei i
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Average Frequency Sampled Data - P4RFC
The statistical results of the frequency sampled data P4RFC are
presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms, and
statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
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SIC,nn • .0797
C01.1 I ICE141 Of SH 01,11" b l c-
COEFFICIENT Of- _K_ttRTf)SlS- 2.3533
oul -fif - rou .,L a4l(i r(tinis	 Q) voj1?15
F 4	 C
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CELL It	 CC11'tf R	 li	 S601"LES EXPEC I ED
1 15(91 I . Ci!,t4'!	 (b 3.401
? 1 '.: 1 )1 1 .58:1	 1 9.414
3 1FjOII.E1138	 19 ??.103
4 15011.13 •14.j	 130 .5.04
1S,II.G7GQ	 lot 78.074
6 11;w 11. 1)11 4	 1111 1 16.429
7 1501 	 .i3'JJ	 138 11S.ly;3
8 1 1:A1 1. ('714	 1? 7 IV. 698
9 1 ( +?I i 1, 8;5. 31!1	 10', f IF-. G:J3
1'0 1',' 1 1.0 3 ?1"1	 1 413 1 '.5.1176
1	 1 .. - I I, e l 40	 H1 "!0.024
1	 .^ 1 1,x;1 1.	 1. ^	 1	 Z 7 7? U3
14 1'•'.c`1	 s	 .'.II,/J7	 ? 9.1114
I^ 1 1 1(1•11.SSi7	 4 3.4 01
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Average Frequency Sampled Data - P4RFD
The statistical results of the frequency sampled data P4RFD are
presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms, and
statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical









FILENAME/HUATA/P4HFDS IAFI'f '"	 I S I S:05:418S/09/ 14
MEAN-IS011.7125
MAX VALUE-15012.0400 	 MIN VALUE-15011.2700	 RANGE-
SIGMA- .1536
COEFFICENT OF SKEUNESS- -.2700
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS- 2.1697
OUT-OF-RANGE DATA POINTS- 0 PGI!ifS
Nf>TJ :=ri1 TWF









IF 141-  5 CU= . 1 S41mZe00A 0,0087
IF N I= 7 CU= . I I OLOC'hul^v^0:,3c;7
IF N I= 9 CU= .08555 ,^5`_,^^G04 I
IF 'JI= it CU= .ow4ww 00x000397
IF N1= 13 CU- .QS9Z307G2Z30V0Z8
If' Nl= 15 CU= .OS13333333333GZ4
IF N1 = 17 CU= .045Z941 1164 "10045
IF N1= 19 CU= .el3SZG3108949G7
IF N I - 21	 CU= . 03GGt;%r;G6ti6Et;E1"!
IF NI= 23 CU= .033478Z600695847
IF NI= 25 CU= .03000030OZO x175
If NI = Z7 CU = .02851 US 18`,185347
i1NL0f EXECUTION TIME= 5.2LMINl11LS.
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uhN6 'h.11 Jf\ JMlyLkl^hhRti^
FILE /IIUA'IH/N4RFD
PLOP MIN=15011.'[419 PLOT MAX=15012.1831
OATH MIN=!W11.1 " DATA MAX=15012.0400
CELL #	 CENTER	 4 SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 16011.7847	 3 4.595
Z	 1S011.3703	 29 18.565




5	 15011.6?G9	 179 190.293
6	 IS611.7115	 148 222.Z32
7	 15011.7981	 193 190.293
8	 15011.U836	 1811 119.475
9	 1 CEO 11.9CAz	 63 r^)5-WO
10	 15012.0'.)4 7	 1 18.565
11	 ILOI1.1403	 0 4.595
MEHN VfiLUE = 150', I .7125
S1H14I1iRU DEV1fillUN = 	.1536
COLFF 01 7 SKEUNESS-	 -.27100
LUEFF	 OF KllfIf05IS = 	1.1697
CI!1 - SQUfl!i!_U = 	9f1.8008
MIDI AN Y, VHLUE = 1 501 1 .7115
CEL L
	
Ul U l fl=	 - OBS5S6
PLOT RAND = 	.9411
SLIM	 r1C I llfiL=10010
SUM EXPECTED= 998.0873





ELINT parameter test results are contained ir this appendix for the
averaged pulsewidth parameter associated with the HOOD radar. These
measurements were performed with the Microwave Counter sensor. The
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Average Pulsewidth Sampled Data - P3PWA
The statistical results of the average pulsewidth sampled data P3PWA
are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms,
and statistical apalysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
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S1 YtlV
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ME I di -	 2 4 . Ot,bS
MAX VAL U[	 Z Z 4 . t2W,,'J	 MLN V11L UL- z i 3. 7 zJAZ	 lifiNCE =	 .8;i
slbmll =	. 1 j,lb
CUFFICEW OF SKEUNESS=
COEFFICIENT OF K(JRTOSIS = 2.6755
OUT-OF-RANGE DATA POINTS- (h POINTS






I F N I- 5 ctj = 159999139`.,1199997•
It N1= 7 W = .I 14:8571 1265711
IF N1 9 CU- . e,16088'.iWkBU: 07
IF W- 11	 CW = .07L"7?7172`72-,Z'711
IF N1 = 13 CW- 06 1 S.38461 S384607
IF N 1=  1 5 CU= e)sj 33 33 -3 L 3j3 j 3Z i
1F N1=  17 CU = 	04 10 S o d /_ 3' Z tj -1 1 C 8
IF N I = 19 CU= 04 11 &I'L3 1 57UJ 3d
I F N 1 =  Z I	 CW=	 03bib 9!;4L 38^'2SZ 373
1 F N I	 Z 3 CiP	 1 4
I F tJI 	 ZS CLJ-- ei 'l 1 J9591!5999999 3
I F N1= 77 CIJ=
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^^1}^r^ l^`'^ti^}^""r { ^ ~:-^r^'.•^'17ef^'°ti ':^'r^1r""r~,r~^^tir'?4^`_''^
f it L /hl ^ I!!!!!,3nWR
PLO] M1N= 273.5776 PLOT MAX- 224.S554
()AFA MIN- 2Z3.7Nb DAFA MAX- 224.5000
CELL #	 CENTER	 9 SAMPLES EXPECTED
I	 Z13.6ZZ0	 0 1.387
1	 113.7109	 3 9.099
3	 123.7998	 37 39.309
4	 213.8887	 130 111.790
S	 223.9776	 241 209.191
6	 274.0665	 240 257.949
7	 Z24.1554	 160 209.291
0	 Z74.2443	 119 111.790
9	 774.3332	 55 39.309
10	 Z24.4270	 12 9.099
11	 224.S109	 3 1.387
MEAN VALUF=	 2?4.0665
S f Atd11F11t0 	 DEVIATION=	 .1375 
COH - F OF	 SVEWNLSS = 	 +.?8ZS
COEFF OF	 KURTOSIS=	 Z. 67S5
CHI - SQUARED-	 35.7688
NLDINN }: VALUE = 	 224.0,965
CCII	 Ul0111:-	 .038069
'! U F	 It': itauL. --	 . 9"176
SUM	 AC Tllf)l =1000
S!I ► 1	 1) f I , f''1FF)=	 999.7026
65.11'LRCLNF	 OF	 FIAFfl-! lL5	 ULTUFFN	 723.9776 ANO	 724.15S4
T
F-5
9ilsewidth sampled data P3PWB
ogram time plots, histograms,
MI





















(alq- :^i ti a
ML M"	 iZ 3.411d)1
MAX Vfil_hC = 	: L, 2. 	 MIN Vill UL -	 113. IU,,JJ	 RtINGL	 7G
S1 611h-	 .1348
COEIFICLNI OF SKCUNLSS- 4.34-43
COEFFICIENT OI HJHTO rjIS = 2.(:ffJ]
OUT- OF-RANGL DATA POINTS- 0 POINTS
'MI,^ iVc rsr.k.
i
IF N1= 5 CU-	 1^ty999J99y9J913
TF N1- 7	 CU- .1OVi71-^.i 1Cr11427
IF N1 =















IF , N1= 19
IF NI- 21
1F N = Z3
11 NI A ZS
IF N1 = 27
hN.O f I: XL'
.V.St?atil • ^cs•ltil^i3lt^
.039:19J99J9y99^^9'.,
. 0.iG 19w4"/ ti 190'1"TEL
. 03304 347826 UGG9 Z
.0303Sj29 A993JS96
.02 0 11814;I 148 1 474
rJ I I MI =	 4. i, IsM I rl , T I P.3)
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rllE /III Lil l/PYUB
PLQI MIN = 223.0162 PLOT MAX- 223.9451
DAN MIN- 223.1603 DATA MHX- 123.9200
CELL it CENTER	 tt SAMPLES
	 EXPECTED
1	 723.0584 0 1.8S6
1	 213.1429 3 10.839
3	 Z23.2Z13 38 4Z.77Z
4	 223.3118 14S !14.015
S	 223.3962 213 705.354
5	 223.4807 265 249.845
7	 223.5651 154 205.354
8	 223.6445 1006 114.025
J	 ^. J.7,i 1 56 42.77 2 
1v,	 223.8164 18 10.839
11	 213.9029 Z 1.856
ML )N VHL UC = 	22 3.4607
SIfifJOH D UEVItillO : .1348
COLEF	 OF SKFUNLSS= 4.3403
C01 I F	 OF	 KI1Fi10SIS= Z. 6656
CHI - SUIhi8E 0=	 39.9164
M ILDIP.!J	 X	 Vhl (it =	 Z!3.4807
CL I	 I	 WI III It-	 .0!14 ;•74
I-I OT	 Ftht..')L-	 .11!119
SLIM	 hC I UhL : 1000
SUM	 LX!'LL'ILD :: 	9US.5354







ELINT parameter test results are contained in this appendix for the
single pulse frequency parameter associated with the PPS-6 radar. These
measurements were performed with the IFM sensor. The single pulse













Frequency Sampled Data - PiSNABCD
The statistical results of.. the single pulse frequency sampled data
P18NABCD are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contain summary statistical







FILENAME/HDATD/PISNABCD	 START TIME IS14:02:INS/09/15
MEAN- 407.4023




COEFFICENT OF SKEWNESS- +.4003
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS- 4.4337
OUT-OF-RANGE DATA POINTS- 2 POINTS
IF N1- 5 CW- .3149680000004Z
IF N1- 7 CW- .224977142857443
IF N1- 9 CW- .1749822ZZ222455
IF N1- 11 CW- .143167272727463
IF N1- 13 CW- .1211415384617
IF Nl- 15 CW- .104989333333473
IF N1- 17 C'-'- .0926376470589469
IF N1- 19 CW- .08Z88631S'(J95841
IF N1- Z1 CW- .07499Z38095Z4809
IF N1- Z3 CW- .0684713043479173
IF N1- 25 CW- .06Z9936000000839
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SIGMA- -225 
EXPECTm-low. 0 
CAI-> In. 83 
MEDIAN.. 407.4023 
arm- +.m 
KURTOSIS- 4. i s  
HISTOGRAM FOR 1000 SAMPLES 
/HDATD/PlSNCD /HOATD/PlSNABCD 
ICELLS- 7 
CELL rImt .m 
lCEU- IE19aK 897 
MAX- 408.505 
M I  406.830 
DATA RANU-  2 025 
- - - - - - - - - -  
MEAN- 407.4023 
FREQUENCY I N  MHz 
FILE /HDATD/P1SNnBCD
PLOT MIN- 406.3899 PLOT MAX- 408.4147
DATA MIN- 406.9300-'DATA MAX- 408.5048
CELL #	 CENTER	 # SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 406.5024	 0 .136
Z	 406.7273	 0 4.475







6	 407.6273	 130 241.970
7	 407.8522	 50 54.187
8	 408.0'!72	 8 4.475
9	 408.30ZZ	 3 .136
MEAN VALUE-	 407.4023
STANDARD DEVIATION-	 .22SZ
COEFF OF SKEWNESS-	 +.4003
COEFF OF KURTOSIS-	 4.4337
CHI-SQUARED- 177.6337





76.3PERCENT OF DATA LIES BETWEEN	 407.1773 AND	 407.4023
COX,
r^ 5
$3^ i1i i[Y]IYL^ i- •	 •^ •^ - -	 -	 • ^^ tir ^ 'Y^
	Y^'hrS^Vl)L"l2S(•..R1fYLIL, L'1A1^^h ^,A^A,.'r
Single Pulse Frequency Sampled Data - PiSNCDEF
The statistical results of the single pulse frequency sampled data
PISNCDEF are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots,
histograms, and	 cisticai analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contain summary statistical
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^.^rti.'^.^'ZS _^'^^^' ^Y^^. ^ ^^ ^'^'^na,^'^.. .f Y►. 4 ti's .
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FILE .HDATD/PISNCDEF
PLOT MINA 406.4120 PLOT MRX^ 407.8229
DATA MIN A 406.6562^ • DATR MRX^ 407.8500
CELL >a	 CENTER	 tt SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 406.4663	 0 .199
z	 a06 . 57a8	 © 1.767	 ;^
3	 406.6833
	 3 10 525
4	 406.7919	 40 41.173
5	 406.9004	 143 116.•661
6	 407.0089	 184 206.443
7	 467.1174	 384 251.231
B	 407.2260	 135 206.043	 '^
9	 407.3345	 60 113.661
10	 407.4430	 T6 42.173
ii	 407.5515	 B 10.525
12	 407.6601	 7 1.767	 "
.^





COEFF OF SKEWNESS	 +.7519
COEFF OF KURTOSIS	 5.1488 ^'
CHT-SC^JARED-	 159.8923
MEDIAN X VRLUE^	 407.1174 ^,
CELL WIDTH-	 .108527 ^
PLOT RANGE- 1.4109 ^'^
SUM ACTUAL- 990
SUM EXPECTED 999.9681 '^^
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APP^ifDA A
INTRODUCTION	 ^'
ELINT parameter test results are contained in this appendix for the
single pulse pulsewidth parameter associated with the PPS-6 radar. These
measurements were performed with the Microwave Counter sensor in the
single pulse measurement mode of operation. The single pulse frequency
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Single Pulse Pulsewidth Sampled Data -PISPWA
The statistical results of the single pulse pulsewidth sampled data PISPWA
are presented on the ni^xt three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms, and
statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contalns summary statistical
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FILENAME/HOATO/PISPYA	 START TIME IS16:14:4985/09/15
MEAN- 3e9.3760
MAX VALUE- 314.0000 MIN VALUE- '304.1000 RANGE- 	 10.x0
SIGMA- 1.4514
COEFFICENT OF SKEUNESS- -.1849
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS- 3.0815
OUT-OF-RAN6^E DATA POINTS 0 POINTS
IF N1- 5 Cu- Z
IF N1- 7 C^- 1.41857141857143
IF N1- 9 Cu- 1.11111111111111
IF N1- 11 Cu- .909Q'90909090909
IF Ni- 13 Cu- .769130769230769
IF N1- 15 Cu- .666666666666667
IF N1- 17 Cu- .58813529411764')
IF NI- 19 Cu- .526315789473684
IF N1- Z1 Cu- .476190476190476
IF N1- 13 Cu= .43478Z603f95652
IF N1 .
 15 Cu= .a
IF NI- 17 Cu= .3703703703'!037
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PLOT MIN- 302.3?60 PLOT MRX- 316.3760
DATA MIN- 304.0000 DATA MRX- 314.0000
CELL >r CENTER >: SAMPLES 	 EXPECTED
	
^r^
1	 303.3760	 T	 .107	 ^^
2	 305.3760	 49	 iZ.328	 ,^Ly
3	 307.3760	 335	 Z 1 Z .732	 ^j^i
4	 309.3760	 515	 549.726	 ^^
S	 31.3760	 107	 212.732
6	 313.3?60	 1	 11.328
7	 315.37E0	 0	 . 1 E`7	 '^
MEAN VALUE- 309.3760
STANDARD DEVIATION- 1.4514
COEFF OF SKEUNESS^ -.1849	 ^,
COEFF OF KURTOSIS- 3.0815 	 ,^1
CHI - S gIIARED- Z 31.1428 	 ^.^
MEDIAN XVALUE- 309.3760
CELL 41IDTH- 2.000000	 ,^
PLOT RANGE-14.0000
SUM ACTUAL-1000 ^_^ti
	SUM EXPECTED-1000.0608	 + •-
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Single Pulse Pulsewidth Sampled Data - PISPWB
The statistical results of the single pulse pulsewidth sampled data PISPWB
are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms, and
statistical analysis are presented.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
























-5 S I Grp
E^L^NAM^^iD^j80P 1 SP41B	 STRRT TIME I516:25:2785/09/15
MAX VALUE- 314.0000 MIN Vr3lUE- 304.0000 RANGE-	 10.00
SI6MA- 1.3887
COEFF'.CENT OF SKEUNESS- -.2371
COcFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS- 3.1611
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FILE /HDATD/PiSP116
PLOT MIN- 302.3680 PLOT MAX- 316.3680
DATA MIN- 394.0000 DATA MAX- 314.0000
CELL 4	 CENTER	 tt SAMPLES EXPECTED
1	 303.3680	 1 .051
2	 305.3680	 39 9.074
3	 307.3680	 325 203.678
4	 309.3680	 546 574.542
S	 311.3680	 88 203.678
`6	 313.3680	 1 9.074
7	 315.3680	 0 .051	 ^^
^^
MEAN VALUE-	 309.3680 r
STANDARD DEVIATION-	 1.3887
COEFF OF SKEI^NESS- 	 -.2371 ,^
COEFF OF KURTOSIS-	 3.1611
CHI-SQUARED- 263.0442 ^
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Single Pulse Pulsewidth Sampled data -PISPWC	 ^
The statistical results of the single pulse pu^sewidth sampled data PISPWC
are presented on the next three pages. Histogram tune plots, histograms, and
statistical analysis are presented.
,.
The test results section of this report contains summary statistical
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	 START TIME IS16:35:1885/09/15
MAX VRIUE- 314.0000	 MIN VALUE- -304.0000 RANGE-
	 10.00
SIGMA- 1.5170
COEF" KENT OF SKEWNESS- —.1263
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS- 3.1634
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PLOT MIN- 302.5680 PLOT MAX- 316.5680
DATA MIN- 304.0000 DATA MAX- 314.0000
CELL !t	 CENTER # SAMPLES EXPECTED
1 303.5680 2 .211
2 305.5680 35 16.265
3 3P7.5680 296 220.559
4 309.5680 51? 525.952
5 311.5680 144 220.559
6 313.5680 6 16.265
7 315.5680 0 .211
MEAN VALUE- 309.5680
STRNDAR^7 OEVIRTION- 1.5170
COEFF OF SKEWNESS = -.1163
COEFF OF KURTOSIS- 3.1634
CHI-SQUARED- 95.9740
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Single Pulse Pulsewidth Sampled Data -PISPWD
	
The statistical results of the single pulse pulsewidth sampled lots PISPWD	 ^t
	
are presented on the next three pages. Histogram time plots, histograms, and 	 -s
statistical analysis are presented. 	 ^^'
	
The test results section of this rsport contains summary statistical 	 ^'
k^



























Mti	 •^' ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^•^^,,,^ U^.^ ^ .'^^►'^^^ ^-i^'^^^^^ ^ . 
..^f ^^ ^1^^^"..^^til
^j^^NRME^^ID^TQ0P1SPU0	 START TIME IS16:42:3285/09/15
MRX VALUE- 326.0000	 MIN VALUE- 312.0000 RANGE =	14.00
SIGIIR- Z .0799
COEFFICENT OF SKEIJNESS- -.2080
COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS- 2.9956
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J	 y	 u ^	 L	 ^: _ ...':^ .
FILE /HDATD/PISPWD
PLOT MIN- 310.0440 PLOT MAX- 328.0440
DATA MIN- 317.0000 DATA MAX•
 326.0000
CELL >s CENTER	 >x ^AMI'LES
	
EXPECTED
1	 31 1 .0440	 T	 . Z 35	 ^ ;,y
Z	 313.0440	 T7	 5.982
3	 315.0440	 126	 60.363	 ^'
4	 317.0440	 317	 241.609
5	 319.0440	 364	 383.613
6	 321.0440	 149	 241.629
7	 323.0440	 14	 60.363	 ,^,
B	 325.0450	 1	 5.982
3	 327.0440	 ¢	 .235
MEAN VALUE- 319.0440
STANDARD DEVIATION- 2.0799
COEFF OF SKEWNESS- —.2080 	 ,^'
COEFF OF KURTOSIS- Z.99S6 	 ,'^
CHI—SQUARED- 258.4754	 ^^





SUM EXPECTED- 999.9926	 ti^{,^
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